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1. Abstract

Increased ocean heat supply to the Antarctic continental shelves is projected to cause accelerated ice sheet loss and contribute significantly to global sea-level rise over coming decades. Changes in temperature or salinity of dense shelf waters around Antarctica, resulting from increased glacial meltwater input, have the potential to significantly impact the location and structure of the global Meridional Overturning Circulation, with seabed irregularities such as submarine canyons, driving these flows toward the abyss. Submarine canyons also influence the location of intruding warm water currents by acting as preferential routes for rising Circumpolar Deep Water. These global changes have implications for large-scale effects to atmospheric and oceanic circulation. The ability for numerical modellers to predict these future behaviours is dependent upon our ability to understand both modern and past oceanic, sedimentological and glaciological processes. This knowledge allows ocean models to better predict the flux and pathways of Circumpolar Deep Water delivery to the shelf, and consequently to ice shelf cavities where melt is concentrated. Here we seek to understand how dense shelf water and other continental slope processes influence submarine canyon morphology by analysing newly
collected geophysical and oceanographic data from a region of significant and prolonged dense shelf water export, the Hillary Canyon in the Ross Sea. We find that cascading flows of dense shelf water do not contribute to significant gully incision at the shelf edge during interglacial periods, however, are strong enough to prevent gully infilling and contribute to canyon-levee aggradation down-slope. We find buried paleo-gullies beneath gullies incising the modern seafloor. Paleo-gullies occur as single gullies and in complexes indicating that gully activity was continuous over multiple glacial cycles and formed an important role in the development of the shelf edge and upper slope. Glacial cycles likely drive large-scale shifts in canyon head processes with periods of intense seafloor erosion and significant gully incision likely occurring when ice grounded near to the shelf edge, during glacial and deglacial periods, when sediment-laden subglacial meltwater was released at the shelf edge. We put slope morphology observed at the Hillary Canyon head into global perspective to show that cascading flows of dense shelf water do not exert consistent patterns of erosion on high-latitude continental margins.

2. Introduction

Increased ocean heat supply to Antarctic continental shelves is projected to cause accelerated ice sheet loss and contribute significantly to global sea-level rise over coming decades to centuries (De Conto et al., 2016; IPCC, 2019). Currently, numerical modelling studies lack necessary resolution and spatial coverage of seafloor morphology data to sufficiently constrain past and future sub-ice shelf melting, ice-sheet collapse, and sea level change estimates (Petrini et al., 2018; Colleoni et al., 2018). This is because one of the major causes of current Antarctic ice sheet retreat stems from increased ocean heat supply to the continental shelves surrounding Antarctica, with atmospheric temperature rise contributing to a lesser extent (Rignot et al., 2019; IPCC, 2019). Recent studies show that heat and volume transport around Antarctica are substantially enhanced where seafloor irregularities, such as submarine canyons, allow dense shelf waters to descend down-slope (Morrison et al., 2020). Warm water incursions onto the shelf can be intermittent and highly localised and can vary depending on the geometry of the ice shelf and seafloor bathymetry (Padman et al., 2018). Lack of necessary resolution and data availability to image these irregularities therefore makes predictions and future estimates of ice sheet and oceanic changes difficult. Thinning of ice shelves, due to increasing ocean temperatures and warm water incursions can lead to rapid ice retreat. This is especially true where marine based ice-sheets occur in conjunction with a landward sloping seabed, seen around the West and East Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS and
EAIS, respectively) (Joughin et al., 2011). This fast ice-shelf retreat can lead to an overall disintegration of the marine-based section of ice-sheets.

Dense shelf water around Antarctica is produced predominantly in the Weddell and Ross Sea polynyas where seabed irregularities, such as canyons and basins, can drive these flows from the shelf to the deep ocean where mixing with ambient water drives the global Meridional Overturning Circulation (Jacobs et al., 2002; Purkey and Johnson, 2010). Changes in temperature or salinity of these waters, such as due to increased meltwater input from ice sheets and seasonal sea ice melt, lead to significant changes to the Meridional Overturning Circulation (Jacobs et al., 2004; Seidov et al., 2001; Weaver et al., 2003; Seidov et al., 2005). Recent studies show that freshening of bottom waters is already occurring in the Ross and Weddell seas due to factors such as increased ice mass loss in the Antarctic Peninsula and Amundsen Sea (Silvano et al., 2018). This has significant global implications for large-scale effects to ocean and atmospheric circulation, with changes to the strength of the Meridional Overturning Circulation potentially leading to abrupt and global climate changes (Ramhstaf, 1994; Manabe and Stouffer, 1995). Understanding the influence that dense shelf water has on seafloor morphology and vice versa has important implications for determining how these processes changed in the past, in response to different climatic conditions and ice sheet configurations on the continental shelf, and how ice sheet configuration may change in the future. Submarine canyons influence the location and dynamics of intruding warm waters that enhance melting and ice shelf retreat with dense shelf water cascading driving net onshore heat and volume transport of warm currents around Antarctica (Dinniman et al., 2003; Morrison et al., 2020). Thus, understanding how canyon morphology and isobath curvature evolved through time is crucial in understanding factors, processes and feedbacks contributing to past and future ice sheet retreat.

Ice-ocean interactions are arguably the most poorly constrained aspect of ice sheet, ocean and climate models. Extensive Antarctic paleo-climate records are recovered from the flanks of canyons or drifts associated with sediment delivery down-canyon (e.g. Rebesco et al., 2007; Barker and Camerlenghi, 2002), yet very little is known about canyon process across modern, as well as glacial-interglacial timescales. Understanding large-scale oceanic feedbacks as well as the differences in amplitude and frequency of Antarctic continental slope processes under different climatic conditions, noted in far-field paleo-oceanographic records, is essential for constraining how ice sheet and oceanic interactions may change in the future (e.g. Zachos et al., 2001).

Understanding the dynamics of processes operating in submarine canyons more widely is of global importance. This can improve understanding of hazards such as turbidity currents which transport the greatest sediment
volumes on earth (Talling et al., 2014). These flows have significant influence on the global carbon flux (Galy et al., 2007) and can influence shelf and deep-sea ecosystems through supplying nutrients (Canals et al., 2006). They contribute to continental margin and fan construction and aid transportation of pollutants to the deep-sea (Nilsen et al., 2008). On glaciated margins, canyons are not ubiquitous as on low latitude margins and are particularly rare on certain margins (Rui et al., 2019). Their study contributes to a better understanding of the dynamics of ice buildup and retreat and associated glacigenic sediment transport which is crucial in understanding the spatial and temporal variability of glacimarine and oceanographic processes operating on high-latitude margins.

We investigate how dense shelf water influences submarine canyon morphology by analysing new geophysical and oceanographic data from a region of significant and prolonged dense shelf water export, the Hillary Canyon in the Eastern Ross Sea, Antarctica (Fig. 1) (Bergamasco et al., 2002; Orsi et al., 2009; Morrison et al., 2020). We present a quantitative analysis of the main morphological features at the Hillary Canyon head, including gullies incising the modern seafloor and buried paleo-gullies and discuss processes influencing their distribution and formation. We discuss the ability for dense shelf water to influence canyon morphology and the modern and past implications of this before discussing the effects of dense shelf water around Antarctica and other high-latitude continental margins more widely.

3. Study Area

The Hillary Canyon is a 180 km long, non-shelf incising canyon on the Eastern Ross Sea continental margin, Antarctica (Fig. 1). The morphology of the canyon is largely unknown due to a paucity of seafloor hydrographic data with much of the seafloor lacking sufficient resolution data. The continental shelf landward of the Hillary Canyon spans ~300 km to the modern front of the Ross Ice Shelf and is dissected by numerous deep, glacially carved troughs. The canyon lies at the mouths of two of those glacial troughs, the Pennell Trough and Glomar Challenger Basin, that were occupied by ice streams over multiple glacial cycles (Cooper et al., 1991; De Santis et al., 1995; Anderson et al., 2014; Halberstadt et al., 2016; Bart and Owolana, 2012). Grounded ice from the WAIS reached the shelf edge in the Eastern Ross Sea periodically since the Miocene and is thought to have last retreated during the Holocene (e.g. Anderson and Bartek, 1990; De Santis et al., 1995; McKay et al., 2016; Anderson et al., 2019).

The Ross Sea lies on the Western Antarctic Rift System and consists of three major sedimentary basins that formed during the break-up of Gondwana during the Late Cretaceous due to crustal extension and thinning
The basins are filled with eight major sedimentary packages following subsidence and deposition of prograding subglacial and glacial marine sedimentary packages with the oldest dated package (upper RSS-1) dating to the upper Eocene – Oligocene period (Traube and Zayatz, 1993; Brancolini et al., 1995; De Santis et al., 1995). To the east, the eastern Ross Sea Trough Mouth Fan forms a major sediment depocenter at the shelf edge seaward of the Glomar Challenger and the Whales Deep Basins likely dating to the Pliocene-Pleistocene (Alonso et al., 1992; Bart et al., 2000). The fan is characterised by outward-bulging contours with seismic data showing progradation of the margin. To the west of the Hillary Canyon, the Iselin bank forms a distinct topographic barrier with steep flanks.

The Hillary Canyon is a major conduit for Ross Sea Bottom Water (Bergamasco et al., 2002; Orsi and Wiederwohl., 2009; Morrison et al., 2020) contributing to Antarctic Bottom Water exported from the Ross Sea. Dense shelf water forms through sea ice formation and subsequent brine rejection and heat loss. High Salinity Shelf Water (characterised by salinity values of 34.75 to 34.85 psu; Jacobs et al., 1985) and Ice Shelf Water (characterised by temperatures below freezing due to supercooling beneath the Ross Ice Shelf) mix with ambient water (predominantly modified Circumpolar Deep Water; mCDW) forming dense shelf water (Bergamasco et al., 2002). Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) can intrude onto the Ross Sea shelf and mix with shelf waters, where it forms mCDW (Budillon et al., 2011). These shelfward intrusions are enhanced, amongst other factors, by the presence of seafloor depressions, such as the Hillary Canyon (Dinniman et al., 2003). Oceanographic and modelling studies show that dense shelf water moves toward the shelf break along seafloor depressions and flows from the shelf to the abyss (Bergamasco et al., 2002; Budillon et al., 2011; Morrison et al., 2020).

4. Methodology

Geophysical and oceanographic data were collected in austral summer 2017 by R/V OGS Explora during the EUROFLEETS-funded ANTSSS expedition. The geophysical data covers 1575 km² at the Hillary Canyon head. Data were collected using a Reason SeaBat 7150 multibeam echosounder with an operating frequency of 12 kHz and swath width of 150°. Data were processed using PDS2000 to 50 m grid size. A Benthos Chirp III collected acoustic sub-bottom profiler data (frequency range 2-7 kHz; maximum ping rate 15 Hz). Single-channel seismic data were acquired over 453 km. The system was configured with a linear array of two 210 cu.in GI guns spaced 2 m apart and towed 4 m below the surface. Both guns were shot in harmonic mode (105 G + 105 I) with a shotpoint interval of 7-8 seconds (~13-15 m at 3.5-3.8 knots). The receiver was a 10 m solid state streamer with 10 channels towed 1-1.5 m beneath the surface. The near offset distance was 40 m. Data
were processed using Schlumberger Vista v.7 software following conventional seismic processing sequences, including quality control checks, amplitude recovery, bandpass filtering, 10 trace common shot domain stacking, signal enhancement using FX deconvolution (Gales et al., 2017).

Oceanographic data were collected by an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP), lowered (L-) ADCP, eXpendable BathyThermograph (XBT) and Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD) SBE911 plus probe which was equipped with optical backscattering and fluorescence sensors. An RDI Ocean Surveyor 75 kHz vessel mounted ADCP was configured with a 30° beam angle (4 beam phased array) with a maximum ping rate of 75 kHz and maximum operational range of 550 m to record horizontal water velocity. 20 XBT (Sippican) Lockhead) probes were launched at the Hillary Canyon head. The XBTs had a sampling rate of 10 Hz, vertical resolution of 60 cm and temperature resolution of 0.01°C. Eight CTD casts recorded at a sampling frequency of 24 Hz and were averaged into 1 dbar bins. A Workhorse Sentinel Lowered-ADCP with a frequency of 300 kHz was attached to the water sampler frame.

Gully parameters were extracted from along-slope profiles 50 m below the shelf edge. Measured parameters included gully length (distance that gully can be traced down-slope), gully width (distance between points of maximum curvature of gully flanks), gully relief (vertical distance from maximum gully incision to line defining gully width), gully steepness (ratio between gully depth and width), gully sinuosity (measure of ratio of channel length vs straight-line distance of gully start to end) and cross-sectional shape to determine whether the profile is U-shape (parabolic) or V-shaped, measured using the General Power Law programme (SM. Fig.1; Pattyn and Van Huele, 1998). Paleo-gully parameters including width and relief were extracted from seismic line IT17RS305B. Relief estimates were based on a constant velocity estimation of 1650 m/s taken from compressional P-wave velocity measurements from borehole U1523 located on the upper Ross Sea slope (McKay et al., 2019).

Grain size analysis was used to assess surficial sediment on the upper slope of the Eastern Ross Sea. Grain size measurements were carried out on box core RS14-BC3 (40 cm recovery) and gravity core RS14-C3 (275 cm recovery) collected in 2014 on R/V Italica in the frame of the RNRA ROSSLLOPE-2 Project on the upper slope of the Eastern Ross Sea in 1214 m and 1215 m water depth respectively (Fig. 1). Samples were prepared in 1 cm thick intervals and treated with hydrogen peroxide to remove organic matter. Wet sieving separated gravel (> 2mm) and a Malvern Particle Size analyser was used with the addition of sodium polyphosphate (for dispersion) for the fine grain size analysis to obtain volume measurements of sand-silt-clay where sand (63 μm - 2 mm), silt
(2 μm - 63 μm) and clay (< 2 μm) grain size boundaries are used. The maximum grain size able to be measured by the Malvern particle size analyser is 2 mm, therefore a clast count was also conducted to assess the coarse fraction (>2 mm) using wet-separation of the gravel (>2mm) component and X-rays of the cores.

5. Results

5.1. Shelf-edge and canyon morphology

The Hillary canyon head spans ~85 km along the shelf edge of the Eastern Ross Sea. The outer shelf is predominantly landward-deepening at the mouth of the Glomar Challenger Basin (from ~175°5′W to ~176°45′W). In the Pennell Basin, most of the shelf deepens landward, with the very outer shelf sloping seaward due to the presence of a sill at the mouth of the trough (west of ~176°45′W). The continental slope at the Glomar Challenger Basin mouth is characterised by an average slope gradient of ~3.5° with concave-upward profile to ~1500 m depth (d-d′ in Fig. 1). Below this the canyon thalweg is relatively linear. At the mouth of the Pennell Trough, slope gradient increases to ~4.5°. To the east, the Eastern Ross Sea Fan forms a convex-outward depocenter seaward of the Glomar Challenger Basin with slopes <3°. Although data is limited here, widely spaced gullies occur on the outer-shelf and upper-slope of the fan. On the western fan flank, a small slide-scar (~18 km²) occurs that is ~11 km long, with a relief of ~30 m. Small blocks, ranging between 0.6 and 6 km in length, occur within the slide scar (Fig. 2). Oblique seismic profiles crossing the upper Hillary canyon (Fig. 2) and the lower part of the Ross Sea Fan western flank, show chaotic seismic units, with discontinuous, sub-horizontal reflectors onlapping the paleo-continental slope (Fig. 2C). Convex-shaped and opaque lenses lie at the base of the continental slope (Fig. 2C).

At the Glomar Challenger Basin mouth (~175°47′W), the shelf edge is incised by deep gully systems, covering ~55 km along-slope. The 49 gullies that incise the shelf edge are relatively straight, narrow and mostly non-branching, with average reliefs of 40 m, widths of 0.85 km and lengths of 4.5 km (Fig. 3, 4). The gullies have an average sinuosity of 1.3 (where 1 = straight and >1 indicates increasing sinuosity). The gullies have a cross-section shape of 0.9, indicating a V-shaped cross section (where values <1 indicate convex upward gully flanks and values >2 indicate a parabolic or box-shaped morphology; Pattyn and Van Huelen, 1998). The gullies are predominantly wider, longer and steeper and are more widely spaced toward the Eastern Ross Sea Fan (175°30′W) where slope gradients are less steep (~3.5°). The gullies increase in frequency, density and steepness and decrease in width and length further westward where slope gradient increases to ~4.5°. A distinct lack of
gullies is observed at the mouth of the Pennell Trough (from 177°43′W) over ~30 km where the seafloor is relatively smooth and homogenous.

Sub-bottom profiler and single-channel seismic data collected parallel to the shelf edge show that the gullies incise the seafloor rather than being formed by aggrading gully levees (Fig. 3D, E). The gullies incise several parallel reflectors; many terminating above a strong parallel reflector we term R1 that shoals to sub-crop at the seabed toward the Pennell Trough (Fig. 3B). Beneath R1, numerous paleo-gullies are observed in the region of surface gullies, with no expression of paleo-gullies further westward at the Pennell Trough mouth (Fig. 3C). Most of the paleo-gullies have U-shaped cross-sections and occur in vertically stacked complexes, or as isolated occurrences. There are multiple generations of paleo-gullies that cut down from different horizons. Although some paleo-gullies follow the same pathway to surface gullies, incising in similar spatial locations but at greater depths, there are multiple occurrences of paleo-gullies initiating in regions absent of surface gullies. The seismic character of the paleo-gully fill is slightly brighter than the surrounding sediments, with a less chaotic nature. A series of smaller paleo-gullies occur along reflector R1, compared to the gullies incising the modern seafloor, with average reliefs of 28 m and widths of 0.24 km. Below R1, the paleo-gullies are significantly greater in relief compared to gullies incising the seafloor, with average reliefs of 154 m and widths of 0.65 km. No levees are observed in the seismic data indicating that the paleo-gullies are incisional. Further west, the subsurface is characterised by lens-shaped semi-transparent packages that pinch out toward the axis of the canyon (Fig. 3B).

The gullies converge with shallow channels around 1000 m water depth (Fig. 3A). The channels are U-shaped in cross-section and are wider (average 2.3 km wide) and shallower (average 13 m relief) than the shelf-edge gullies. The channels converge towards the main canyon axis which narrows and deepens down-slope, with a relief of ~400 m and width of ~45 km at 2400 m water depth (Fig. 1C). Seismic data show that the canyon here is deeply entrenched with large levees either side of the canyon thalweg (Fig. 5). The levees are characterised by continuous horizontal reflectors and are asymmetric with the eastern levee significantly larger with onlapping and depositional strata. The flanks of the main canyon thalweg are characterised by gullies and small-scale mass-wasting (Fig. 5).

5.2. Oceanographic observations

Oceanographic observations at the Hillary Canyon head, collected in austral summer 2017 over a 3-week interval, show sustained high-velocity flows of cold, dense, bottom currents with velocities reaching ~1.0 m/s (Fig. 6). Over this interval, the highest velocity (~1.1 m/s) and coldest flows (~1.5°C) were observed to the
west of the Hillary Canyon head, at the mouth of the Pennell Trough, in a region of homogenous seafloor absent of gullies. Although the flow may be quite variable in time and space, the predominant direction of the currents during the observed interval was off the continental shelf, toward the canyon axis (Fig. 6C), in agreement with previous measurements showing energetic bottom currents present all year round (Bergamasco et al., 2002; Budillon et al., 2011). Further east, toward the mouth of the Glomar Challenger Basin, shipboard ADCP data show a decrease in current velocity, although direction remains predominantly constant off the continental shelf (Fig. 6B, C). Here, XBT profiles show temperature is slightly higher (~0.5°C) near seafloor compared to the Pennell Trough mouth (Fig. 6A).

The CTD probe data (Fig. 7A) show the vertical structure of the water column west of the Hillary Canyon head. The profiles show the presence of cold (~−0.8°C), low salinity (~34.1 PSU) water near the surface with high levels of turbidity (~0.14 NTU) and fluorescence (~1.5 mg/m³). Warm and saline waters lay beneath, in the intermediate layers. Near the seafloor, salinity decreases slightly, and temperature decreases significantly to ~34.6 PSU and ~−1.3°C showing the signature of Ice Shelf Water. Fluorescence remains very low at the seafloor (<0.5 mg/m³). In all CTD casts, turbidity values increase toward the seafloor to ~0.12 - 0.13 NTU. L-ADCP transects show a significant increase in current velocity toward the seafloor at stations 2, 5 and 6, with velocity nearing 1.1 m/s (Fig. 7B).

5.3. Grain size measurements

Grain size measurements from box core RS14-BC3 and gravity core RS14-C3 from the Ross Sea mid slope at ~1214 m water depth (Fig. 1) show surficial (upper 6 cm RS14-BC3; upper 25cm RS14-C3) sediments of sandy silt with gravel clasts and silty clay dominating beneath (7-37 cm RS14-BC3; 29-271 cm RS14-C3; SM.Fig.2). A sandy interval occurs between 44-45 cm of RS14-C3 (43% sand). Ice rafted debris, as indicated by gravel grains (>2mm), decrease in the top of core RS14-BC3 to 4 cm before increasing to peak at 8 cm (11 counts), 17 cm (20 counts) and 37 cm (20 counts) core depth.

6. Discussion

In this section we discuss new geomorphic, sub-surface and oceanographic results from the Hillary canyon in relation to the glacial, oceanographic and sedimentary processes influencing canyon morphology. We discuss the influence of dense shelf water on gully morphology more widely and compare characteristics of submarine gullies observed on other high-latitude continental margins.
6.1. Influence of grounded ice extent on continental slope morphology

The distribution of gullies incising the seafloor along the Eastern Ross Sea margin correspond with the maximum extent of grounded ice during the Last Glacial Maximum (Fig. 8). Geomorphological and sedimentological reconstructions show that ice advanced across the Eastern Ross Sea shelf during glacial periods, although timing and extent was not homogenous (e.g. Shipp et al., 1999; Bart and Owolana, 2012; Anderson et al., 2014; Halberstadt et al., 2016; Prothro et al., 2020). At the mouth of the Glomar Challenger Basin, large, V-shaped and deeply incised gullies occur. Here, multibeam echosounder data show the presence of well-defined megascale glacial lineations occurring up to near the shelf edge indicating that ice streams reached the shelf edge (Shipp et al., 1999; Halberstadt et al., 2016). By contrast, a distinct lack of gullies is observed at the mouth of the Pennell Trough over ~30 km along-slope. The presence of a large grounding zone wedge occurs 120 km landward of shelf edge and north of this there are no well-defined megascale glacial lineations suggesting that ice did not extend to the shelf edge here since the Last Glacial Maximum (although multibeam echosounder data here are very sparse compared to the Glomar Challenger Basin) (Fig. 8; Halberstadt et al., 2016). This configuration is also suggested by age and sedimentology of available sediment cores (Prothro et al., 2018; 2020). A single multibeam swath shows megascale glacial lineations on the northwestern flank of the bank dividing the Pennell Trough from the Glomar Challenger Basin indicating grounded ice flow parallel to the Pennell Trough axis (Prothro et al., 2018; 2020). These lineations do not reach the shelf edge but terminate against the morainal ridge lying at the shelf edge and closing the Pennell Trough mouth, suggesting that grounded ice did not reach the shelf edge or that glacial lineations have been completely reworked by iceberg keels after ice retreat (Fig. 8).

The extent of grounded ice across the continental shelf impacts slope processes and thus gully incision. Grounded ice transports large volumes of unsorted sediments to its margins particularly through ice streams (Golledge et al., 2011). At the Glomar Challenger Basin mouth, seismic data show a prograded continental margin (Fig. 2B, C) providing evidence for a prolonged history of ice advance and sediment delivery to the shelf edge over much of the Neogene and Quaternary (Cooper et al., 1991; De Santis et al., 1995, Anderson et al., 2019). Sediment failures are observed in recent and older strata along the continental slope (Fig. 2B, C). Along the margin at the mouth of the Glomar Challenger Basin, chaotic seismic units are observed with discontinuous, subhorizontal reflectors onlapping the paleo-continental slope, suggesting that sliding processes occurred during past margin progradation, or between periods of margin build out (Fig. 2C). Convex-shaped, opaque, lenses at
the base of the continental slope indicate repeated episodes of mass transfer gravity flows and channel-levee
turbiditic construction (Laberg and Vorren, 1995) (Fig. 2C). Small slide scars also occur on the present day
seabed on the western flank of the Eastern Ross Sea Fan, with small blocks interpreted as slide blocks or relict
seafloor within the slide scar (Fig. 2). Although these slides may have been triggered following LGM and
previous glacial maxima, the slides were likely influenced by ice loading. Grounded ice can lead to rapid
deposition of sediment causing under-compaction of the slope and increase in pore pressure; formation of weak
layers, where failure occurs within weaker interglacial substrate sediments (e.g. contouritic, pluviitic,
hemipelagic, diatomaceous layers) with excess pore water pressure caused by loading by stiffer glacial
sediments rapidly deposited during glacial conditions and loading / unloading of ice at the shelf break (e.g.
Melles and Kuhn, 1993; Dugan and Flemings, 2000; Laberg & Vorren 2000; Long et al., 2003; Volpi et al.,
2003; Maslin et al., 2004; Donda et al., 2008). These slope failures may result in sediment and water mixing to
generate turbidity currents explaining erosion further down-slope e.g. where debris flows transition to erosive
turbidity currents (Fig. 9B) Piper et al., 1999; Talling et al., 2014).

Ice sheet grounding affects the structure and physical properties of the shelf edge and controls sediment
distribution and associated margin architectural changes that influence the occurrence of mass-wasting
processes (Vorren et al., 1998; Long et al., 2003). The high-volume of sediment delivery associated with
advancing grounded ice can precondition the slope to down-slope processes such as turbidity currents which can
cause seafloor erosion (Damuth et al., 1978; Vorren et al., 1998; Laberg and Vorren, 2000). Moreover, sediment
supplied at the mouth of glacial troughs tends to have lower shear strength as a consequence of shear
remoulding, under-compaction and sorting produced by meltwater, thus facilitating mass movements and
subsequently a lower gradient of the continental slope (Rebesco et al., 1998). In addition, not only the amount of
sediment delivery, but also its distribution and subsequent margin architectural changes (associated with
changes in the glacial thermal regimes) control the occurrence of failure episodes and mass-wasting processes
(Diviacco et al., 2006; Rebesco and Camerlenghi, 2008). The importance of slope preconditioning has been
observed in other glacial and non-glacial environments where sediment availability has been shown to be a
crucial factor in processes such as turbidity current generation where dilute flows can mobilise accumulations of
fine sediments (e.g. Vorren et al., 1998; Hage et al., 2019; Normandeau et al., 2019; Pope et al., 2019).
Grounded ice can influence the availability of subglacial and ice front meltwater (discussed in section 6.3).
These effects are modified by specific characteristics of the study area, such as the underlying geology which
affects seabed erodibility, deformation and thus ice flow, slope geometry and gradient, glacial history, drainage basin size and climate history (e.g. Rebesco et al., 1998; Ó Cofaigh et al., 2003; Wynn et al., 2012).

6.2. Can dense shelf water cause gully erosion?

Oceanographic observations show that over a 3-week period, cold, dense waters move toward the canyon head, reaching speeds of ~1 m/s near to the seafloor. Gullies are absent from the region of most energetic cascading flows. This follows previous in-situ observations (e.g. CLIMA project; Bergamasco et al., 2002; Petrelli et al., 2008) from the shelf break and numerical modelling studies that show the Hillary Canyon to be a major region of cascading dense shelf water with waters driven to the west of the canyon by Coriolis (Fig. 6; Budillon et al., 2011; Morrison et al., 2020). We use bed shear stress ($\tau\theta$; equation [1]) to assess the current’s ability to erode the seafloor, where $C_d$ is the friction factor, $\rho$ is water density and $u$ is depth averaged flow speed (SM.Table 1).

$$\tau\theta = C_d\rho u^2 \quad (1)$$

Under the observed modern austral summer conditions, bottom currents are great enough to initiate sediment motion. Calculations of bed shear stresses associated with observed currents ($\tau\theta = 2.57$ Pa) show that these currents are able to erode marine muds (0.05-2 Pa) and sandy muds (0.1-1.5 Pa) (McCave, 1984; Jacobs et al., 2011) which dominate interglacial sediment supplied to the slope via iceberg rafting, along-slope currents, glaciomarine and hemipelagic, pelagic and biogenic settling (e.g. Vanneste and Larter, 1995; Rebesco et al., 1996). Sediment trap deployments on the outer Ross Sea shelf show that the modern vertical flux is dominated by faecal pellets and aggregate particles with equivalent stokes sphere sizes of 59$\mu$m-96$\mu$m (Jaeger et al., 1996).

There is no information about seabed sediment on the steep upper slope where dense water flows reach highest velocity in present time. However, recent box (RS14-BC3) and gravity core (RS14-C3) grain size measurements from the Ross Sea mid slope (Fig. 1) show surficial interglacial sediments of sandy silt (SM.Fig. 2), from which the fine silt fraction component was likely removed and the coarse sediment (IRD) sorted by bottom currents.

Considering that the observed along-slope and down-slope currents are fastest on the upper slope (Fig. 6), they are less able to erode glacigenic sediments which have much higher critical shear stresses that form the bulk of the mid slope cores beneath surficial interglacial sediments (e.g. 2.2-23 Pa; Pike et al., 2018). The glacigenic sediments are characterized by increased clay content, low sand content and increased Ice Rafted Debris (Lucchi et al., 2002; Fig.1; SM.Fig.2). At the shelf edge, the currents can initiate suspension of recent sediment, and thus
maintain gully morphology avoiding significant sediment infilling, however, are unlikely to erode glaciogenic sediments present.

Our observations suggest that under modern conditions, erosion of gullies is not likely to be dominated by flows of cascading dense shelf water as gullies are absent from the region of most energetic and sustained dense shelf water overflow (Bergamasco et al., 2002; Morrison et al., 2020). Recent in-situ direct monitoring experiments of very dilute plumes in other ice-marginal settings show that dilute plumes can generate turbidity currents if the seafloor is sufficiently preconditioned e.g. if sediment is allowed to build up between resuspension events (Hage et al., 2019). The movement of sediment by dense water cascading differs from turbidity currents in that dense water cascading is gravity-driven, where the descending movement of dense water entrains sediments, as opposed to turbidity currents where it is the movement of loose sediment that entrains water movement (Canals et al., 2006). Although the ability for dense shelf water to entrain sediment and produce gravity flows is poorly understood (Canals et al., 2006; Talling et al., 2014), sustained accumulations and subsequent resuspension events of biogenic and fine-grained particles at the Hillary canyon head could condition the slope for potential sediment gravity flows. The Ross Sea has moderate rates of modern primary productivity in the upper 100 m of the water column (e.g. Jaeger et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1996). Under modern conditions, if sediments supplied to the outer shelf / upper slope were able to accumulate over prolonged periods of time, such as between major dense shelf water cascading events (e.g. via iceberg rafting, along-slope currents, glaciomarine, hemipelagic, pelagic and biogenic settling), movement of sediment and concentration may become sufficient to generate sediment gravity flows if triggered by some external mechanism e.g. earthquake or glacial earthquake, glacio-isostatic adjustment, wave loading, internal waves and tides, energetic tidal jets, landslides, energetic dense water cascade or release of sediment-laden subglacial meltwater (Palanques et al., 2009; Talling et al., 2014; Clare et al., 2016; Maier et al., 2019; Nettles and Ekström, 2010).

The Eastern Ross Sea is a passive margin, therefore less likely to be affected by tectonic influences such as earthquakes, although glaciotectonic processes may occur during glacial retreat (Lee and Philips et al., 2013). Most of the continent is permanently covered in ice and the canyon is located >300 km from the modern ice front, therefore sediment resuspension cannot be associated with river discharge. The shelf-edge currently lies at ~570 m water depth therefore is not directly affected by surface waves and storms, although internal tides and waves are known to occur throughout this region (Robertson et al., 2003) thus may become important if current velocity is enough to resuspend sediments (e.g. Maier et al., 2019). Intense meteorological events on glaciated
margins may control the production of dense shelf water plumes, which can resuspend significant amounts of sediment (Bensi et al., 2019). Where sediment can build up between resuspension events, exceptionally strong and persistent episodes of dense shelf water cascading could increase sediment movement and concentration enough to produce sediment gravity flows down slope. This could result in sediment transport down-canyon, although these low-density flows are unlikely to cause significant gully erosion (Fig. 9A).

Under full-glacial conditions, where grounded ice extended to the shelf edge, the formation of Ice Shelf Water and High Salinity Shelf Water directly over the continental shelf was likely impeded as no or very little sea ice was able to form on the continental shelf due to increased grounded ice extent. This limits the delivery of salt required for dense water formation, minimising dense shelf water developing and cascading over the shelf edge. Sea ice and brine rejection could, however, continue to form seaward of the ice margin over the continental slope. Following glacial retreat from the shelf edge (e.g. during deglaciation), dense shelf water cascading likely resumes due to sea ice reforming over the continental shelf and Ice Shelf Water forming under ice shelf cavities. The vigour of these cascading flows during glacial / deglacial periods are currently not known.

### 6.3. Can glacial meltwater cause gully erosion?

The pattern of gullying observed along the Ross Sea margin is consistent with ice grounding near to the shelf edge, as suggested by the occurrence of glacial facies in available sediment cores (Prothro et al., 2018; 2020). Deeply incised and V-shaped gullies are present at the Glomar Challenger Basin mouth, yet absent from the Pennell Trough mouth (Fig. 3; Fig. 8). The observation of a V-shaped, deeply incised and sinuous thalweg, suggests that the formation of gullies is dominated by fluid flow rather than generation by mechanisms such as slope failure which are likely to form escarpments and lack of well-defined thalweg (e.g. Kenyon, 1987; Simons and Senturk, 1992). Grounded ice can influence the availability of subglacial and ice front meltwater which can become sediment-laden and entrained into sediment-laden gravity flows down slope causing erosion of the seafloor (Anderson, 1999; Noormets et al., 2009; Ó Cofaigh et al., 2003). Subglacial meltwater is formed by processes such as geothermal heat fluxes, friction, strain heating and surface melting as shown by the presence of paleo-subglacial drainage systems such as subglacial lakes and meltwater channels on the continental shelf (e.g. Sugden et al., 1991; Simkins et al., 2017). Though surface melting is minimal in Antarctica at present day, it may be effective in certain areas and contribute to slope instabilities within glacier terminus systems (Rebesco et al, 2014).
At the mouth of Glomar Challenger Basin, gullies are greater in relief, length, width and sinuosity on the eastern side of the basin mouth, where upper slope gradients are ~3.5° compared to smaller, straighter and higher density gullies to the west of the basin mouth where slope gradients increase to ~4.5° (Fig. 3, 4). The small change in slope gradient across the continental slope likely reflects the proximity of the eastern part of the slope to the Eastern Ross Sea Trough Mouth Fan, which is characterised by outward bulging contours formed by margin progradation. The increase in slope gradient to the west is likely to cause higher velocities of down-slope flows, leading to greater flow confinement, narrow and straight gullies (Wynn et al., 2012). The differences in gully morphology may also reflect greater availability, or focussing, of sediment-laden subglacial meltwater to the east of Glomar Challenger Basin mouth, on the flank of the Eastern Ross Sea Fan (Rebesco et al., 1998; Noormets et al., 2009; Fig. 8). Meltwater may be drawn toward trough margins due to differences in subglacial water pressure gradients and additional frictional heat at trough margins caused by faster flowing ice streams, compared to slower moving ice on adjacent banks (Rothlisberger, 1972; Noormets et al., 2009; Boulton et al., 2007).

Meltwater can also form when intrusions of CDW reach the ice sheet front, causing rapid melting of marine terminating ice shelves and tidewater cliffs (Silvano et al., 2018). Sub-ice-shelf melt caused by intruding warm currents can cause energetic and turbulent plumes of very cold, fresh water to rise at the ice calving face due to reversed buoyancy differences (Jenkins et al., 2011; Truffer and Motyka, 2016). Similarly, buoyant plumes that track the underside of floating ice can also emerge from point-source meltwater channels under ice shelves (Carter and Fricker, 2012; Jenkins et al., 2011). Turbulent mixing drives convective motion at the ice-ocean interface which may cause sediment resuspension if the turbulence caused by the buoyancy effects of rising meltwater jets are great enough to resuspend recently deposited sediments at the shelf edge (Heese and Khodabaksh, 2006; Jenkins et al., 2011).

Where ice is grounded at the shelf edge, slope gradients may be great enough to allow sediment-laden gravity flows to evolve down slope. Both mechanisms of erosion by sediment-laden gravity flows can explain the pattern on deep gully incision at the Glomar Challenger Basin mouth, where ice grounded near to the shelf edge, and absence of gullies from the Pennell Trough, where ice grounded >120 km from the shelf edge (Fig. 8; Fig. 9B).

6.4. Can intruding warm currents erode the shelf edge?
The region of greatest gully size and sinuosity (Fig. 3A, 4) occurs where numerical modelling studies show CDW intruding onto the shelf to the east of Glomar Challenger Basin (Morrison et al., 2020). Smaller and higher density gullies occur further west where CDW intrusions are reduced and dense shelf water cascading is greatest (Bergamasco et al., 2002; Morisson et al., 2020). Recent modelling shows a strong dynamic relationship between CDW and dense shelf water overflow within the Hillary Canyon with spatial distribution due to Coriolis driving dense shelf waters toward the west of the canyon (Morrison et al., 2020). As dense shelf water descends, less dense water is displaced within the canyon causing sea level height to decrease resulting in a barotropic pressure gradient that drives CDW shelfward (Morrison et al., 2020). Direct observations of CDW are absent at this location presently, however, simulated CDW velocities are shown to reach 0.25 ms$^{-1}$ (Morrison et al., 2020). We suggest that intruding flows of CDW do not exert significant influence on gully morphology as comparisons with modelled and direct observations of cascading dense shelf water velocities reaching 1 ms$^{-1}$ are shown to be too weak to incise glacigenic sediments at the shelf edge (Gordon et al., 2009; Morrison et al., 2020). The motion field in the areas surrounding CDW intrusions may allow recent fine-grained sediments to be resuspended and allow gully morphology to be maintained at the shelf edge, however are not strong enough to permit significant seafloor erosion here.

The spatial distribution and dynamic relationship between CDW intrusions and dense shelf water also acted during past glacial and interglacial periods, driven by Coriolis and the equilibrium between water mass density. When the ice sheet was grounded at the shelf edge, formation of dense shelf water over the continental shelf was likely reduced due to limited opportunity for sea ice formation, although dense water formation was likely to have continued seaward of the ice margin over the continental slope. It follows that dense shelf water cascading also occurred along the western flank of the Glomar Challenger Basin with intrusions of CDW likely across the eastern flank of the Glomar Challenger Basin. The incursion of CDW may have triggered the initial ice retreat and caused the release of a large amount of meltwater. This may explain the large size of the gullies compared to the western sector.

### 6.5. Paleo-gully formation

New seismic data show paleo-gullies beneath gullies incising the modern seafloor (Fig. 3C), indicating that this region has been influenced by gully-forming processes over sustained periods of time. The surface gullies terminate above a strong parallel reflector, R1, that shoals toward the seafloor at the Pennell Trough, where both surface and paleo-gullies are absent. Reflector R1 is characterised by small (average relief of $\sim$28 m and width
of 0.24 km) gullies occurring in similar frequency across the shelf edge to gullies incising the modern seafloor. Gullies incising R1 do not follow the same spatial distributions to the surface gullies, with gullies located both directly beneath, and in regions absent of surface gullies (Fig. 3C). The small size of the gullies incising R1 compared to the modern seafloor implies formation by minimally erosive flows, or flows occurring over shorter time-scales before being abruptly filled (Shumaker et al., 2017). Reflector R1 may indicate a major climatic event such as major ice advance across the continental shelf; although, further evidence from sediment cores is required to constrain the age and magnitude of this transition further.

The paleo-gullies beneath R1 occur as both single gullies and in complexes in the same region as the surface gullies. Similarly to gullies incising R1, the paleo-gullies do not follow the same spatial distribution as gullies incising the modern seafloor, or those incising R1 (Fig. 3C). The size of the paleo-gullies beneath R1 are significantly greater in relief than the most recent seafloor-incising gullies indicating that gully-forming events were likely larger in the past or the processes that formed them were sustained over longer time periods, for example due to greater volumes of sediment and/or meltwater availability (Hayes et al., 1975). The size and stacked nature of the gullies implies that the shelf edge underwent periods of inactivity and partial infilling before gully incision restarted suggesting that a complex period of gully fill and erosion occurred (Shumaker et al., 2017). This suggests that gully activity was continuous over multiple glacial cycles and formed an important role in the development of the shelf edge and upper slope, with incision likely related to duration and persistence of ice-sheet residence.

The lack of gully spatial continuity with depth indicates that there is no preferential route or passage that processes, such as sediment laden subglacial meltwater released from beneath an ice sheet, or meltwater generated by warm intruding currents, follow on the continental slope. This suggests that ice sheet configuration varied at the shelf edge over multiple glacial cycles. As paleo-gullies are only observed at the mouth of the Glomar Challenger Basin, this may provide further evidence for sustained ice advance and retreat compared to a much more limited extent in the Pennell Trough.

6.6. How do gullies compare to other high-latitude continental margins?

We put slope morphology observed at the Hillary Canyon head into global perspective to understand if cascading flows of dense shelf water exert consistent patterns of erosion on high-latitude continental margins. Analysis of gully morphometric parameters over ~2300 km of the Antarctic continental margin, including the western Antarctic Peninsula, Bellingshausen, Amundsen, Weddell and Ross seas show that gullies at the Glomar
Challenger Basin mouth are significantly different in morphology to gullies observed in other areas of dense shelf water cascading (Fig. 10). The Weddell Sea is a region of significant dense shelf water production, contributing to ~50% global Antarctic Bottom Water production (Budillon et al., 2011). Gullies at the Filchner Trough mouth, Weddell Sea, are smaller in relief, length and width, U-shaped in cross-section with low sinuosity and found on lower slope gradients (~2.5°) (Gales et al., 2012). The significant difference in gully morphology between two globally important regions of dense shelf water cascading (Fig. 10), shows that these cascading flows do not exert consistent patterns of erosion on high-latitude continental margins under modern day conditions. It is likely that this pattern of erosion has greater dependence on other factors, such as glacier drainage basin size, regional oceanography, meltwater availability, glacial extent and polynya activity rather than the cascading flows themselves causing gully incision during interglacial conditions.

Analogous gullies to those observed at the Glomar Challenger Basin mouth form in regions unaffected by modern cascading flows of dense shelf water e.g. along the western Antarctic Peninsula margin and some Arctic margins e.g. Kongsfjorden Trough, Bear Island Trough and Adfjorden Trough (Noormets et al., 2009; Gales et al., 2013; Rui et al., 2019; Post et al., 2020). These gullies are characterised by V-shaped cross-sections, low gully lengths, medium sinuosities and similar reliefs and are found on medium slope gradients of ~6-9° both within and outside cross-shelf trough confines (Gales et al., 2013). Due to the V-shaped and deeply incised morphologies, these gullies are suggested to form by processes dominated by suspended sediment load such as release of sediment-laden subglacial meltwater (e.g. Simons and Senturk, 1992). This is consistent with analysis of gullies observed along the Glomar Challenger Basin margin which suggest gullies formed by gravity flows generated by resuspension of sediment by glacial meltwater processes.

7. **Conclusions**

Shelf-slope processes and climatic variations can have significant influence on seafloor morphology, especially in Polar regions, where climate, ice sheet and sea level changes play a crucial role (Fig. 9). New geophysical and oceanographic data show that the Hillary Canyon is the main conduit for cascading flows of dense shelf water to the abyss with canyon levees likely formed of overbank deposits indicating a prolonged history of down-slope flows. Incisional gullies occur at the canyon head, which merge into channels and into the main canyon thalweg. The distribution of gullies along the shelf edge is not homogenous with a distinct absence of gullies in a region of intense modern dense shelf water export. The gullies correspond with maximum ice extent at the Ross Sea shelf edge indicating gully incision was likely controlled by glacial advance. At the Pennell Trough mouth,
gullies are absent as the maximum extent of grounded ice was >120 km inland of the shelf-edge. Glacial
advance likely preconditioned the slope to down-slope processes such as release of sediment laden subglacial
meltwater from the ice sheet terminus.

Our results suggest that cascading flows of dense shelf water are strong enough to prevent gully infilling and
contribute to canyon levee aggradation down-slope; however, do not contribute to significant gully incision at
the shelf edge. During full-glacial conditions, where ice grounded at the shelf edge, the formation and cascading
of dense shelf water was limited by lack of continental shelf polynya. Sediment laden subglacial meltwater
released from beneath an ice sheet or meltwater generated by warm intruding currents that resuspend sediment
may produce sediment gravity flows where slope gradients are great enough for flow ignition (e.g. ice front
located at the shelf break). Understanding both modern and past processes influencing canyon morphology has
important implications for reconstructing past ice sheet behaviour from sediment cores. Better definition of
factors influencing seafloor morphology will assist future numerical modelling studies in predicting the dynamic
behaviour of processes that influence changes to ice-shelf and sea level variations and applies to canyons around
Antarctica more widely. These findings raise important questions concerning factors controlling ice advance,
duration and persistence of ice-sheet residence at the shelf edge and what previously limited ice advance in
Pennell Trough. Our findings show that gullies were absent in this region over multiple glacial cycles, perhaps
indicating a stronger inflow of CDW here limited ice advance. The factors controlling the preferential locations
of CDW intrusions are of upmost importance as major drivers of Antarctic ice sheet retreat.

Further sedimentological information is required to identify the timing and frequency of these slope processes
and their reliance on climatic cycles more widely over previous millennia. This will help constrain links
between paleo-ice sheet dynamics, paleo-oceanographic processes and slope processes which is crucial for
understanding future changes.
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10. Figure captions

Figure 1. A. Study area in the Ross Sea. White box shows location of (B). Bathymetric data is International Bathymetric Chart of the Southern Ocean (IBSCO, Arndt et al., 2013). Yellow triangle is position of cores RS14-BC3 and RS14-C3. Contour spacing is 200 m. B. Hillary Canyon regional bathymetry taken from IBSCO. White lines indicate positions of along and down-slope profiles shown in (C). White boxes show locations of Fig. 2, 3 and 5. Yellow triangle is position of cores RS14-BC3 and RS14-C3. C. Along and down-slope profiles across the Hillary Canyon derived from bathymetry using IBSCO. Stars highlight position of along-slope profiles shown in (B).

Figure 2. Submarine slide morphology and prograded continental margin at the mouth of the Glomar Challenger Basin. A. Slide morphology. Hillshaded bathymetry is gridded at 50 m. Regional bathymetry is from IBCSO.
Contour spacing is 50 m. Black lines mark location of single channel seismic lines IT17RS305 and IT17RS306.

B. Seismic line IT17RS306 (near trace). C. Interpretation of seismic line IT17RS306 (near trace).

Figure 3. A. Morphology at the head of the Hillary Canyon, Ross Sea. Hillshaded bathymetry gridded at 50 m cell size. Contour spacing is 50 m. Background bathymetric data is International Bathymetric Chart of the Southern Ocean (IBSCO). Black lines mark location of single channel seismic lines IT17RS305 in (B) and IT17RS306. Black dashed line x-x’ locates along-slope profile in (A). White dashed lines b-b’ and c-c’ locate sub-bottom profiles in (D) and (E). B. Single channel seismic line IT17RS305. Black box locates (C). C. Zoom-in of seismic line IT17RS305 located in (B). D. Unmigrated sub-bottom profile located in (A). E. Unmigrated sub-bottom profile located in (A).

Figure 4. Gully morphometric parameters along profile X-X’ located in Figure 3A. Width of bars in top two panels correspond to gully width. Black diamonds correspond to average slope gradient (°) of the upper slope with distance parallel to the shelf edge.

Figure 5. A. Morphology of the Hillary Canyon thalweg. Hillshaded bathymetry is gridded at 50 m. Contour spacing is 50 m. Location of (A) shown in Figure 1B. B. Single channel seismic line IT17RS303 showing cross-section through the Hillary Canyon thalweg and canyon levees.

Figure 6. Oceanographic measurements along profile a-a’. A. Temperature data from 20 eXpendable BathyThermograph (XBT) profiles along profile a-a’ located in (C). B. Current velocity data from Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler along profile a-a’ located in (C). C. Hillshaded bathymetric data gridded at 50 m at the head of the Hillary Canyon, Ross Sea. Black line locates profile a-a’ shown in (A) and (B). Blue lines are current vectors indicating current direction at 400 m water depth along dashed line in (B). Red stars locate eight Conductivity Temperature Depth profiles shown in Fig. 7A.

Figure 7. Oceanographic measurements at the head of the Hillary Canyon, Ross Sea. A. Conductivity Temperature Depth (CTD) profiles with fluorescence and turbidity sensor data. Location of CTD profiles are shown in Fig. 6C. B. Lowered-Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler data. Positions are shown in Fig. 6C. Red dashed line marks 0.7 m/s for comparison in all profiles.

Figure 8. Inferred ice position at Last Glacial Maximum. Background bathymetric data is International Bathymetric Chart of the Southern Ocean (IBSCO). Contour spacing is 50 m. Hillshaded bathymetry from ANTSSS expedition gridded at 50 m cell size. White dashed line is inferred ice extent at LGM taken from
Halberstadt et al. (2016). GZW is Grounding Zone Wedge position taken from Halberstadt et al. (2016). MR is morainal ridge. Red lines are gully positions.

Figure 9. Schematic of canyon head processes operating in glacial vs interglacial settings. A. Interglacial / modern conditions where gravity flows are generated fine grained biogenic / hemipelagic material that is resuspended by energetic cascading cold, dense water. B. Glacial conditions where energetic turbidity currents may be generated by either: the release of subglacial meltwater; meltwater generated by intruding warm currents at the ice front; slope failure. HSSW is High Salinity Shelf Water.

Figure 10. Antarctic gully morphometric parameters. A. Gully length vs gully relief. B. Gully width vs gully length. C. Gully sinuosity vs cross sectional shape. Data from the Weddell Sea, Bellingshausen Sea, Amundsen Sea, Western Antarctic Peninsula (WAP) taken from Gales et al. (2013). Ross Sea data from this study. For calculations of gully parameters, see SM.Fig.1.

11. Supplementary Material

SM Table 1. Variables used in calculations [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>Depth averaged flow speed (m/s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>This study; 1 m/s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_d$</td>
<td>Friction factor</td>
<td>Dimensionless (typically 0.0025)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Water density</td>
<td>This study; 1028.27 (cold water density)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SM Figure 1. Measured gully morphometric parameters. A. Cross sectional view of gully where $G^w$ is gully width (distance between points of maximum curvature of gully flanks); $G^r$ is gully relief (vertical distance from maximum gully incision to line defining gully width); and $G^s$ is gully steepness (ratio between gully relief and width). B. Plan view of gully thalweg where $G^l$ is gully length, $G^{SL}$ is straight light distance of gully length and $G^s$ is gully sinuosity (ratio of gully length vs straight-line distance of gully length; where 1 = straight and >1 indicates increasing sinuosity).

SM Figure 2. Cumulative grain size data for cores RS14-BC3 and RS13-C3 (locations marked in Fig 1). A. Cumulative grain size plot for box core RS14-BC3 (0-5 cm core depth). B. Cumulative grain size plot for core RS14-C3 (0-25 cm core depth). Depth of samples chosen to represent interglacial sediments. Outlier sample 24-
C. Grain size volume measurements of sand-silt-clay, sand (63 μm - 2 mm), silt (2 μm - 63 μm) and clay (< 2 μm) for gravity core RS14-C3. D. Grain size volume measurements of sand-silt-clay, where sand (63 μm - 2 mm), silt (2 μm - 63 μm) and clay (< 2 μm) for box core RS14-BC3. Gravel counts (> 2mm) shown in right column.
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